These three foundations are as significant as all the classics of the three schools
Research on Confucianism

Research Confucianism and
Learn to Become a Confucian

To manifest
our clear virtue
to the world

Research on Confucianism
Practice Sift clearly
earnestly

Consider
carefully

Inquire
accurately

To bring order
to our country

To induce and
maintain a harmonious
family environment

Abiding with the highest Good virtue

Study
extensively

Manifestation
of a world
with clear virtue

To cultivate our
own moral
standing

To rectify our
heart’s desire

Revisiting the human nature

Actualization of
Harmonious family
an orderly country environment attained

Virtuous moral
standing Attained

To make our
will sincere

To maximize
our knowledge

To liberate oneself
from material desire

Manifesting the clear character of a virtuous human being

Our heart’s
desire rectified

Our will
became sincere

Our knowledge
maximized

Liberation from
material desire

Learn to Become a Confucian
Learn to Become a Confucian

Research Buddhism and Learn to Become a Buddha

All Daoist
classics

Research on Buddhism
Learning of wisdom
Wisdom attained

These three foundations are as significant as all the classics of the three schools
Accounts of Request
and Response

All Confucian
classics

All Buddhist Ten Virtuous
Deeds Sutra
classics

Learning of deep concentration Learning of the precepts
Deep concentration achieved

Precepts abided by

Learn to Become a Buddha

Accounts of Request and Response
is the foundation of Daoism.

The Standards for Being a Good Student and
Child is the foundation of Confucianism.

Not learning

Learning

Buddhism

Worldly issues

Sage of Buddhism

Common mundane person
with worldly knowledge

Attachments
Affliction derived from
errors in views and
thoughts

Discriminating thoughts
Bodhi-sattva

Ten Virtuous Deeds Sutra is
the foundation of Buddhism.

Those who cultivate themselves by laying a solid foundation and practicing the three
fundamental classics diligently will certainly achieve their desired goals with great success

Liberate Possess

Arhat

The Standards for Being a
Good Student and Child

Affliction derived from inability
to discern the true nature of
countless phenomena of the world

Wandering thoughts
Buddha

Affliction derived from
fundamental error in mode
of perception for reality

Professor Qijia Guo of The Beijing Teachers’
University stated that some contemporary college students,
postgraduates, and intellects do not treasure and admire
traditional Chinese cultural classics any more. They are
“good at science while neglecting the study of humanity,
good at computers while leaving their heart and mind
untrained, good at the Internet while ignoring human
interactions, good at selecting commodities while ignoring
basic etiquette and morality , good at power struggles
while disregarding the pursuit of self-cultivation.” I am
very much concerned about the current trends. How can
we change this situation?
Moreover, in the world today, all nations are facing
three universal confrontations; human versus. human,
human versus nature, and the human body versus the
human heart. How can we resolve these confrontations
and conflicts? Does the human race have any hope for a
brighter future? Where can we go from here?

